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Installing Engine Controls

engine, but what about mounting these controls in your project? First off, what length cable should you order? Length is critical for a threaded-end control since it ... 
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Solid wire controls are simply attached with a bolt-type terminal.



Installing Engine Controls What you need to know before you start BY RICHARD KOEHLER



LAST MONTH WE COVERED the types of controls you can use for your engine, but what about mounting these controls in your project? First off, what length cable should you order? Length is critical for a threaded-end control since it cannot be trimmed to ﬁt. The best way to determine length is to check what your kit/plans supplier recommends, unless you are building a conﬁguration different than the standard or are doing a one-off. Then, if you must measure the length, be sure to measure from the base of the panel mounting nut at the instrument panel (or wherever the control is mounted) to the end of the center wire or threaded end, with the control knob pushed fully in. This translates to the position when the item being controlled (throttle, mixture, prop) is in the fully on (or open, or maximum) position. Put the control in this position and measure from where the instrument panel mount nut will be. It is easier to measure the distance if there is already a hole in the ﬁrewall where the control will pass through. If not, you will have to measure from the panel to the ﬁrewall and then from the ﬁrewall to the actuator arm. This is usually not a straight line, but sharp curves should be strictly avoided. A one-foot curve radius is usually the maximum you want to bend a control cable for long life and ease of actuation. The best way I have found to estimate the cable run is to simulate it, ideally with old cable. If you don’t have a stock of old cables lying around, you can use coat hanger wire or a larger safety wire like 0.041.
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The control cable should come off the panel exactly perpendicular to the panel, and then turn/curve as necessary to go through the ﬁrewall and align at the control. Within about 6 inches of the control arm in question there must be a positive tab that will allow mounting of a clamp for holding the outer sleeve of the control. It should allow a smooth straight line from the mount tab to the control arm, and it should be in the same plane of the actuation of the arm. Route or bend the sample wire around for the correct orientation, and then carefully remove it and measure the length. Again, a solid wire control can be trimmed, but one with a threaded end, which is preferred for throttle and prop controls, usually only comes in ﬁxed lengths of one-foot increments. Custom lengths can be made, but they typically cost $20 to $40 extra, so using a standard length will pay off. Putting a small piece of tape at one-foot increments on the alignment wire will quickly allow adjustment to see if a standard length will work.



PHOTOGRAPHY BY JIM KOEPNICK



Do not cut the holes in your instrument panel for the control cables until you get them and can measure the exact size of the required hole. Control cable sizes vary widely. Generally a vernier control will require a 3/4-inch hole, whereas a standard friction-type throttle control may be as small as 3/8 inch. To cut these large holes in the relatively thin instrument panel, use a Unibit or step drill. An ordinary twist drill will leave an oblated hole requiring tedious ﬁling. Any incidental support for the cable behind the ﬁrewall can be done with suitably cushioned tie wraps. If running a long cable from a back cockpit, the cable may be supported with plain AN742 clamps or MS21919 cushioned clamps. The cable must be protected and sealed as it goes through the ﬁrewall. As a minimum, use a rubber grommet and stainless steel covers, but the elegant solution is a swiveling eyeball clamp. These will run $30 to $40 but provide good sealing, support, and variable alignment control.



The cable must be very tightly secured with a plain AN742 type clamp.



In front of the ﬁrewall, the cable should be secured with AN742 or MS21919 clamps, not tie wraps. The cable must be tightly secured with a plain AN742 clamp about 6 to 10 inches from the control arm you wish to actuate. It is essential that the outer cover of the cable not move at this point. A cushioned clamp will tend to shrink and
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Proceeding further forward in front of the ﬁrewall, the cable should be secured with MS21919 “cushion-type” clamps, not tie-wraps.



Feeling Out of the Loop? Subscribe to e-Hotline, EAA’s free weekly membersonly electronic newsletter



To start receiving e-Hotline this week, visit www.EAA.org/newsletters
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lose its grip in the cable. Weaving a ﬁgure eight of 0.020 safety wire around the clamp and the cable is also good insurance to prevent slippage. The control cable must align as close as possible with the arm being actuated. It should not be more than 5 degrees out of plane with the arm and should arrive at the arm not more than 10 degrees from tangent to the high point of the swing of the control arm. You may have to make special brackets to secure the control in the best position. If you are rigging a control with a threaded end, you cannot adjust its length, so you must S-turn the cable to take up the slack and have it arrive at the correct length. If you are using a solid wire cable, it can be cut to length. After you have tentatively rigged the cable in place, determine the length needed and carefully mark it with tape or a marker. Retract the solid wire core to a position behind where you plan to cut the outer sheath. The easiest way to cut the sheath is with a cutting wheel or a Dremel-type drill motor. After cutting the outer sheath and smoothing its end, reinsert the center solid wire, recheck its correct length, and cut it in the same



manner. Note: cutting the outer sheath with side cutters will usually crush it and ruin the control. Now you need to attach the control to the item being actuated. For controls with threaded ends, simply screw on the desired end, using either an AN486 (about $17) or AN665-21R (about $11) clevis terminal with a cross bolt. Be sure to put on a jam nut ﬁrst, and after ﬁnal adjustment, jam the nut against the clevis to secure it. Alternatively, you can use a female control system ball-type rod end, such as the Heim HF-3M or HF-4M. Be sure to put an oversize (AN970) washer on the outer side of the cross bolt so that if the bearing fails, at least the rod end will be captured and some control will remain. For solid wire controls, you may attach a “wire grip” ﬁtting to the end of the wire, which will convert the end to a 10-32 thread, and you can use any of the attaching hardware we have already discussed. More commonly, however, solid wire controls are attached with a bolt terminal such as Spruce part number (p/n) 05-16100 for about $.50! These are special 3/16 bolts that have a hole drilled in the shank. The wire is inserted through the hole, and the bolt is put through the hole in the actuating arm; when tightened, the wire is gripped.



The cables coming through the ﬁrewall; note that they are at a sloped angle, heading to their respective hookups on the engine.
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Combinations of washers and jam nuts will make this inexpensive ﬁtting adaptable to many conﬁgurations. An alternative is to use a “bug” nut that grips the wire with a set-screw clamp. Either is inexpensive and suitable. A slightly more expensive option is a cable end B nut, such as Spruce p/n 05-16210, for about $8. Final proper rigging of the controls will have the stop on the carb, governor, etc. hit ﬁrst; before the stop on the control knob is hit, there should be a cushion of about 3/16 inch in the cockpit on properly rigged controls. Getting the controls properly routed and rigged is a tedious and time-consuming process, but it is vital to the safety of your aircraft. Do not skimp in this area. When done, you must have smooth, friction-free engine controls to achieve smooth, trouble-free ﬂight. Richard Koehler, EAA 161427, is an active airframe and powerplant mechanic with inspection authorization, a commercial pilot with instrument and multiengine ratings, and an EAA



The cable must be very tightly secured with a plain AN742 type clamp.



technical counselor and ﬂight advisor.
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Controls for Your Engine 

I have seen everything from engine controls taken off .... You'll get everything needed to bring out a mirror-like shine in ... For more accessories, visit us online.
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Engine Controls - Driveability Diagnosis 

The pinpoint tests in the PC/ED Manual should ALWAYS be followed when ... C1.-Heated Oxygen Sensor (HO2S) Monitor - Information. - C2.-Heated Oxygen Sensor ... The HO2S Monitor evaluates both the upstream (Fuel Control) and ...
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Installing Your Engine - Size 

stallation the manufacturer recom- ... probably transport the engine your- .... material. Sheet-metal builders usu- ally rivet the firewall material to whatever creates ... solutely sure everything is where it should be should you drill your first ho
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Installing Your Engine 

stallation the manufacturer recom- ... probably transport the engine your- .... material. Sheet-metal builders usu- ally rivet the firewall material to whatever creates ... solutely sure everything is where it should be should you drill your first ho
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ebook computerized engine controls cs dbid 8e06 
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fig fig 30 engine controls 4cylinder1995 pickup dbid 40cgo 
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engine controls manifold air pressure map sensor dbid f3dw 
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Installing ColdFusion 

Authorware Attain, Authorware Interactive Studio, Authorware Star, ... Xres, Macromind, Macromind Action, MAGIC, Mediamaker, Object Authoring, Power ... to Power Your Ideas, Universal Media, Virtuoso, Web Design 101, Whirlwind and Xtra.
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Installing FreeBSD 

Many of the highest volume Internet sites use FreeBSD, such as Yahoo, Hotmail, and. Apache.org. ... From Linux, you can probably use the commands: .... "C"reate a new filesystem (slice) in the available space (aim for the greater of 50 MB.
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emission controls evaporative emission controls dbid 461f6 
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Installing Externals 

changing to measure any incoming audio signal from the line in or ...... temperature amount of input changes per time .... pdp_transition transition between two video sources .... pix_refraction - break up an image into coloured "glass-bricks".
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Barry controls 

mechanical shock and structure-borne noise. ... industries the parts to help with their sound ... HIGH DEFLECTION SHOCK AND VIBRATION ISOLATORS FOR ...
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Controls ome 

su interruptor de circuito en la FASE C, y el conductor BLANCO neutro al NEUTRAL. NOTA: Si este producto se instala en un sistema de 120/240V. (Fig.
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Installing the Transceiver - UserManual.wiki 

Zip-tie to be cut. Installing the ... pliers cut the zip-tie to release the transceiver cable. 2. ... d,Industrie Canada applicables aux appareils radio exempts de licence ...
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model av1st - Spartan Controls 

petit poinçon. d. Trouvez le joint statique de caoutchouc sur la surface de montage et déposez le boîtier inférieur sur le dessus du joint statique. Fixez la lumière ...
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BournsÂ® Panel Controls 

Standard Resistance Table. Resistance. Resistance. (Ohms). Code. 1,000 ... SCHEMATIC. DUAL GANG. REV. 10/12. Single Gang Dimensions. Model. A. B. C.
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AT-7000 - Alpha Controls 

The red test lead of the transmitter should be connected to the hot wire of the circuit ... ground, the red LED on a transmitter will light up. ...... sobrerrango: â€œOLâ€�.
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Installing your mouse 

atomique, des Ã©quipements de rÃ©gulation de la ... d'explosion si une pile a Ã©tÃ© remplacÃ©e incorrectement. ... compatible uniquement avec la pile Bluetooth.
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Installing your car deck 

1. EJECT button. Press to eject the compact disc after releasing the front panel. 2. RESET button. Press to set the car deck back to initial factory settings. 3. Disc loading slot. Insert disc ... 3 Attach the mounting case to the firewall for additi
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Installing your car deck 

Plasma display panel damaged by static (non-moving) ..... Quand HD-S ON est affiché sur l'écran ACL, ..... un écran plasma endommagé par les images fixes.
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7435 Burner Controls LGB 

Jul 16, 2002 - In connection with the respective adapters, the LGB... burner ... produces peak leakage currents of 2.7 mA ... Never run detector cables together with other cables .... Detector resistance measurement with a jack of 4 mm diameter .....
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Installation Instructions - Spartan Controls 

Seller or its authorized representative, or if five years have elapsed from the date of shipment of the ... writing and received by Seller within thirty days after Buyer learns of the defect or such claim ... 7. Place the wire guard on the rubber was
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Powerplant Controls And Instruments 

flammable-fluid lines, under pres- sure, should have restrictions in- corporated into the line so that line failure will not permit large quantities of the fluid to be sup ...
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Pneumatic ... - Industrial Controls 

mier trou et un deuxiÃ¨me trou, Ã  25 mm (1 po) du pre- mier. Voir la Fig. 1. 2. Percer des trous pour des vis de montage n o 8, non fournies. REMARQUE : Dans le ...
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